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                            Handrails, ledges and sitting areas in public spaces, such as municipal buildings, schools, offices, and parks, are often susceptible to damage by skateboards, rollerblades, and BMX bikes. Our anti-skate studs and anti-skate devices are an ideal deterrent for skaters and bikers who misuse street furniture, monuments and public installations….                        


                                        
                        Handrails, ledges and sitting areas in public spaces, such as municipal buildings, schools, offices, and parks, are often susceptible to damage by skateboards, rollerblades, and BMX bikes.

Our anti-skate studs and anti-skate devices are an ideal deterrent for skaters and bikers who misuse street furniture, monuments and public installations. Crafted from 316L stainless-steel as standard, they are perfect for weathering the elements while maintaining a polished finish.

There’s no need to choose between form and function. Our anti-skate studs complement the aesthetics of any streetscape while protecting it from vandalism. Explore the different designs, materials, and finishes available to find the best match that complements your public space while ensuring the safety of pedestrians.
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            Lozenge Anti-Skate Stud        
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            Torpedo Anti-Skate Stud 20mm Rad        
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            Anti-Skate Blade Retrofit        
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            Hemisphere Anti-Skate Stud        
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                    Built with longevity in mind

                    Our anti-skate studs are manufactured from 316 marine-grade stainless steel, offering superior durability and resistance to the elements. 

                

                

                                
                
                    Versatile in application

                    Suitable for seating, walls, steps, handrails and street furniture, anti-skate studs are discreet yet effective to maintain aesthetic appeal and usability.

                

                

                                
                
                    Proudly made in the UK

                    These high-quality anti-skate studs are designed and manufactured locally in the UK, ensuring exceptional craftsmanship and standards.

                

                

                                
                
                    Easy to retrofit

                    Quick and simple installation to protect public spaces in no time. Anti-skate studs can be fitted on virtually any surface, ideal in areas in need of protection.

                

                

                                    

    



 
    
        
            
                
                    
                                            Studs that compliment your design style

Should your project require something different, then we’re ready to help with our bespoke design and manufacturing service. It simply offers more flexibility when technical requirements are more demanding and opens up opportunities, to create outstanding and unique designs that perfectly fit the brief.
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                Knowledge Base

                Need help? Find out more about our anti-skate studs below:

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                What are the different types of tactile stud and strip fixing pins?                                


                                
                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                What’s the difference between 304 and 316 Stainless Steel?                                


                                
                            

                        

                    

                            

            
                
                Go to Knowledge Base                
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*for orders over £100

Precision-engineered architectural, anti-skate, and tactile studs and strips help to protect our streetscapes while vastly improving their accessibility for all members of the public.
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*for orders over £100

Precision-engineered architectural, anti-skate, and tactile studs and strips help to protect our streetscapes while vastly improving their accessibility for all members of the public.
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        Studmarc needs your consent to use cookies on this website. We use cookies to better understand what visitors do on the website and where they come from.
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